α-Actinin links extracellular matrix rigidity-sensing contractile units with periodic cell-edge retractions
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ABSTRACT During spreading and migration, the leading edges of cells undergo periodic protrusion-retraction cycles. The functional purpose of these cycles is unclear. Here, using submicrometer polydimethylsiloxane pillars as substrates for cell spreading, we show that periodic edge retractions coincide with peak forces produced by local contractile units (CUs) that assemble and disassemble along the cell edge to test matrix rigidity. We find that, whereas actin rearward flow produces a relatively constant force inward, the peak of local contractile forces by CUs scales with rigidity. The cytoskeletal protein α-actinin is shared between these two force-producing systems. It initially localizes to the CUs and subsequently moves inward with the actin flow. Knockdown of α-actinin causes aberrant rigidity sensing, loss of CUs, loss of protrusion-retraction cycles, and, surprisingly, enables the cells to proliferate on soft matrices. We present a model based on these results in which local CUs drive rigidity sensing and adhesion formation.
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INTRODUCTION Integrin-mediated cell-matrix adhesions have long been a subject of interest in cell biology because of the critical effects that the extracellular matrix (ECM) has on cells (Lu et al., 2012; Watt and Hunk, 2013; Wolfenson et al., 2013; Humphrey et al., 2014; Iskratsch et al., 2014). Specifically, adhesions play an important role in stabilizing the leading edges of migrating mesenchymal and epithelial cells, thus guiding the directionality of migration (Petrie et al., 2009; Parsons et al., 2010). The dynamic behavior of cell edges during spreading and migration is governed by periodic cycles of protrusion and retraction that are driven by actomyosin-based forces (Giannone et al., 2004, 2007; Dobereiner et al., 2006; Gupton and Waterman-Storer, 2006). One important feature of these cycles is that they require a stiff substrate (e.g., glass); when a cell is plated on a relatively soft substrate (e.g., a 10 kPa gel), the cycles are not observed, and instead there is global ruffling of the cell edge (Giannone et al., 2004). This occurs because adhesion strength is regulated by and proportional to the rigidity of the ECM, and the cell edge is not stabilized on soft matrices (Giannone et al., 2004). This raises the question of how actomyosin forces control rigidity sensing and adhesion strength.

Initial adhesions are assembled at the cell edge as it moves forward and the integrins bind to the ECM through their extracellular domains (Choi et al., 2008; Wolfenson et al., 2013). We recently
showed, using submicrometer pillars as substrates for cell spreading, that sarcomere-like contractile units (CUs) in a band of 2–3 μm from the cell edge apply short-term contractions to neighboring nascent adhesions for rigidity sensing (Ghassemi et al., 2012; Wolfenson et al., 2016). This involves bipolar myosin minifilaments that operate on actin filaments (Wolfenson et al., 2016), which are anchored to the integrins through adapter proteins. The local contractions result in normal adhesion development on pillars (Ghassemi et al., 2012), and concomitantly the constant flow of actin from the cell edge toward the nucleus applies inward pulling forces to the adhesions in what has been described as the “integrin clutch model” (Chan and Odde, 2008; Chen et al., 2012; Elosegui-Artola et al., 2014). These two sets of forces are presumably driven by two actomyosin-based networks, lamellar and lamellipodial (Giannone et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2012), which are involved in the protrusion–retraction cycles of the cell edge (Giannone et al., 2007). If and how these cycles are linked (physically and/or mechanistically) to the rigidity-sensing process has not been clear.

In this study, we addressed these questions by analyzing mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) spreading on fibronectin (FN)-coated glass and 0.5-μm-diameter polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pillars. We detected a remarkable correspondence between cell-edge retractions and the peak in force production by CUs. We found that the adhesion and cytoskeletal protein α-actinin provided the link between local CU forces and global actin-flow forces. Depletion of α-actinin resulted in a severe rigidity-sensing defect that allowed the cell to grow on soft matrices, whereas normal cells could not.

RESULTS

Mapping the pattern of cellular forces during cell spreading on pillar arrays

Periodic protrusion–retraction cycles of the cell edge were characterized in a series of studies of early cell spreading in mammalian fibroblasts (Dobereiner et al., 2004, 2006; Giannone et al., 2004, 2007; Dubin-Thaler et al., 2008; Machacek et al., 2009; Gauthier et al., 2011). Because of their regularity and reproducibility, analysis of the protrusion–retraction cycles could provide insight into the mechanisms of motility and mechanosensitivity. However, despite considerable biological, biochemical, and modeling work devoted to understanding the mechanical aspects of this dynamic behavior (Ladoux and Nicolas, 2012; Ryan et al., 2012), the functional purpose of these cycles has not been clear. The above-mentioned studies showed that fibroblast spreading occurred in several stages: initial attachment (P0 stage), rapid increase in contact area (P1), and slower contractile spreading (P2) during which the protrusion–retraction cycles were observed (Dobereiner et al., 2004; Supplemental Figure S1A). However, in these studies, the local forces at the cell edge could not be measured on the stiff continuous substrates used (Giannone et al., 2004; Dubin-Thaler et al., 2008). Thus, to study whether there was a temporal correlation between protrusion–retraction cycles of the cell edge and the generation of force by CUs, we recorded time-lapse bright-field videos at a frame rate of 1 Hz of the spreading process of MEFs on PDMS pillars with 0.5 μm diameter and 1.1 μm height (Supplemental Figure S1B; pillar-bending stiffness = 13.9 pN/nm). On this substrate, the three characteristic spreading phases, P0, P1, and P2, were of similar duration as on flat substrates, and the duration of the protrusion–retraction cycles (observed by differential interference contrast [DIC] microscopy during P2) was 32 ± 10 s (mean ± SD), similar to the value on flat substrates, 23 ± 10 s (Supplemental Figure S1, C and D, and Supplemental Videos S1 and S2; see also Giannone et al., 2004). Thus we concluded that cell behavior on these pillars closely mimicked that on continuous surfaces (see also Ghassemi et al., 2012).

Analysis of pillar movements during the slower spreading phase, P2, showed that the pillars nearest to the leading edge moved inward during a single protrusion–retraction cycle (Figure 1A). These inward displacements (in red at the edge of the cell in Figure 1A) were synchronous with outward displacements of pillars 2–3 μm back from the edge (in green near the edge of the cell in Figure 1A; see also Supplemental Video S3). Control experiments on ultrastiff pillars showed no such correlation, ruling out possible optical artifacts (Figure 1D, Supplemental Figure S1, E and F, and Supplemental Video S4). In nons isotropically spreading cells, the displacement pattern was in general more irregular, with displaced pillars surrounded by nondisplaced pillars, and significant components of the displacement vectors were in multiple directions; however, in isotropically spreading cells with regular protrusion–retraction cycles, the pillar contractions were synchronous over ~10 μm portions of the cell edge, as in the example shown in Figure 1A. Further inward, between the pillar-displacement region at the edge and the nuclear region, pillars showed no significant displacements (Figure 1A). In the nuclear region itself, pillar displacements were significant but randomly directed (Figure 1A).

CUs and actin flow generate forces whose relative contributions depend on matrix stiffness

To further characterize the contractile forces produced by the CUs, we analyzed the direction and coordination of the inward and outward pillar displacements near the leading edge during periodic protrusion–retraction cycles on 13.9 pN/nm pillars. Pillars were first displaced inward near the cell edge, and subsequently displaced outward when they were 2–3 μm behind the edge (Figure 1B and Supplemental Figure S2, A and B). The peak inward displacements, 60 ± 18 nm (all maximal displacements reported here are mean ± SD), were larger than the peak outward displacements, 35 ± 14 nm (Figure 1C). This pattern was not observed on ultrastiff pillars (Figure 1D), and the maximal displacements were random and significantly smaller (Figure 1, E and F). The simultaneous displacements of contractile pillar pairs also indicated that an inward displacement was superimposed on the antiparallel contractile displacement (Supplemental Figure S3, A and B). Looking at the complete CU, a net inward displacement, Δd = 25 ± 47 nm, was detected (Supplemental Figure S3C). This observation was in line with the predicted independence of local contractile forces and actin-flow forces (Ghassemi et al., 2012). We calculated that an average inward displacement of ~12.5 nm per pillar was added to an average contractile displacement of ~47.5 nm (47.5+12.5 = 60 nm and 47.5–12.5 = 35 nm for inward and outward displacements, respectively). Thus the local CUs generated on average 3.8-fold greater force per pillar than did the rearward actin flow during cell spreading on these pillars (47.5/12.5 = 3.8). When stiffer pillars were used (43.6 pN/nm), the inward and outward movements were similar at 43 ± 8 and 41 ± 7 nm for the inward and outward moving pillars, respectively (Figure 1G; n = 28 pillars, 3 cells). This indicated that with increased stiffness, the actin flow–based forces had very low contribution to the pillar movements. Also, since the maximal displacements on the stiffer pillars were similar to the 47.5 nm value, this indicated that the contraction stress scaled linearly with substrate rigidity. At the other extreme, when very soft pillars were used (0.8 pN/nm), CUs were very rarely detected, and the pillars were almost exclusively displaced inward by the actin flow (Figure 1G), typically to distances much larger than 47.5 nm (due to optical aberrations originating from the large pillar displacements, the actual
Local contractions of the matrix under the cell edge during cell spreading. (A) Typical map of pillar deflections under an isotropically spreading MEF 20 min after plating showing periodic protrusion–retractions. Local contractions involve inward deflections at the leading edge (red arrows) and outward deflections 2–3 μm behind (green arrows). Displacements are shown for pillars that were outside the cell at t = 0 s and that had displacements at least fivefold (red arrows) and twofold (green arrows) greater than the average noise (6 nm). Additionally, arrows in and around the nuclear region that were inside the cell at t = 0 s are displayed to illustrate the randomly directed displacements under the cell nucleus and the presence of a region between the leading edge and the nuclear region with no significant displacements. White arrow: direction of leading edge extension. Yellow arrow at the top corresponds to 60 nm displacement. (B) Representative trace of a single pillar deflection (stiffness = 13.9 pN/nm) in the direction of the cell motion as a function of distance behind the cell’s leading edge. Because displacements were primarily in the direction perpendicular to the cell edge, only the component of the displacement in this direction, $d'$, was plotted. (C) Histograms of maximum outward (green) and inward (red) displacements of pillars with respect to the direction of the cell motion. Differences between inward and outward displacements were significant ($n = 68$ pillars, $p < 0.001$, Mann-Whitney rank-sum test). (D–F) Control experiment on ultrastiff pillars (690 pN/nm): (D) map of pillar deflections under an isotropically spreading cell 20 min after plating. White arrow: direction of leading edge extension. Yellow arrow at the bottom corresponds to 60 nm displacement; (E) three representative traces of single-pillar deflections in the direction of cell motion, $d'$, as a function of distance behind the cell’s leading edge; (F) histograms of maximum outward (green) and inward (red) displacements of pillars with respect to the direction of the cell motion for ultrastiff pillars ($n = 52$ pillars from 3 cells). Maximum outward: $9 \pm 4$ nm; maximum inward: $-17 \pm 4$ nm. (G) Examples of pillar-displacement vectors on stiff (43.6 pN/nm) and ultrasoft (0.8 pN/Nm) pillars.

distances could not be accurately measured, but they were typically larger than 100 nm). This indicated that the force applied to the pillar by the rearward flow were weakly, or not at all, dependent on stiffness, in agreement with our previous results on larger-diameter pillars (see Figure 4, D and E, in Ghassemi et al., 2012).

α-Actinin concentrates in active cell edges and displays a pattern that corresponds to CUs
To test whether there was a correlation between CU-generated forces and periodic edge retractions, we performed temporal analysis of pillar displacements with respect to cell-edge movement. Using the 13.9 pN/nm pillars (on which both CU- and actin flow–based forces could be observed), we found a remarkable correspondence of the maximal displacement of the pillars with the retraction of the cell edge (Figure 2A), indicating that both processes were physically connected. Because α-actinin was involved in both contractile unit formation (Wolfenson et al., 2016) and periodic cell-edge retractions (Giannone et al., 2004, 2007), we postulated that the same complexes might be involved in both processes. Therefore we sought to compare the contraction patterns at the cell edge to the spatial distribution of α-actinin. We first performed time-lapse imaging of the spreading process of green fluorescent protein (GFP)-α-actinin–expressing cells (Figure 2 and Supplemental Video S5). During the P0 phase of spreading (up to ~2 min after the cells were plated), α-actinin was approximately evenly distributed throughout the cell. On the transition to P1 phase, during which there was rapid growth in cell area, α-actinin gradually appeared as a ring around the edge. When the cell transitioned to the contractile phase of spreading (P2), this ring broke, and a differential distribution of α-actinin was observed (Figure 2B). Importantly, at this stage, regular protrusion–retraction cycles only occurred at locations where α-actinin was localized in a band with a width of ~2 μm perpendicular to the leading edge. In neighboring regions with a narrower distribution of α-actinin (or no α-actinin), there were no periodic retractions (in such regions where α-actinin distribution was narrow, the cycles typically dissipated rapidly; Figure 2C and Supplemental Video S5). Line-scan analysis of these wide α-actinin bands in sequential total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) images showed that they typically contained two distinct peaks in α-actinin intensity (Figure 2D), which we previously identified as characteristic of the
both p-MLC and α-actinin. This ruled out possible optical effects due to the PDMS–water interface around the pillars and possible three-dimensional effects of the pillars. Thus the localization pattern of α-actinin corresponded with the contractions of the cell edge.

α-Actinin controls rigidity sensing and links to the general actin flow

Further confirmation that α-actinin was correlated with force application came from experiments using live superresolution imaging (3B microscopy; Cox et al., 2012). In these experiments, we tracked the recruitment of α-actinin to the pillars with high accuracy in parallel to tracking the movements of the pillars with bright-field microscopy (Figure 4A). We obtained sequential superresolution and bright-field images separated by 2.5 s. This sequence showed that α-actinin assembly at the inside half of the pillar immediately preceded the peak inward displacement (Figure 4A and Supplemental Video S6). Further, when we took longer (standard-resolution) videos, we observed that, after the initial recruitment to the pillars, α-actinin was
role in initial force production and adhesion reinforcement by rigidity-sensing CUs, and subsequent linkage to the rearward-flowing actin during the loss of tension by the CUs.

To test this notion directly, we first conducted pillar contraction experiments after knocking down α-actinin expression. In depleted cells, pillar movements were primarily directed inward, and local contractions were not observed (Figure 4C). Additionally, actin and α-actinin localization were severely affected, and depleted cells showed finger-like protrusions instead of an organized lamellipodium (Supplemental Figure S5B). The average maximal value of displacements by α-actinin–depleted cells was 33 ± 8 nm (Figure 4D). Because local contractions were not observed, these displacements likely reflect only the rearward flow component, and therefore this value should be compared with the 12.5 nm value for actin rearward flow in intact cells. Thus, in the absence of α-actinin, the forces exerted by the actin rearward flow on nascent adhesions are ∼2.6-fold higher than in intact cells.

If there were a link between force application by CUs and the protrusion–retraction cycles of the cell edge, then the absence of α-actinin should have also altered the periodic cycles. Indeed, α-actinin-KD cells spreading on FN-coated glass did not display regular protrusion–retraction cycles. Instead, extensive ruffling was observed, which was typically manifested by rapid protrusions of the membrane, followed by abrupt, quick, and long retractions of the cell edge, resulting in it returning to approximately the same starting position (Figure 5A). This resembled the behavior of intact cells on soft surfaces (Giannone et al., 2004), suggesting that α-actinin had a significant role in regulating rigidity sensing. Indeed, α-actinin-KD cells could not differentiate between substrates of different rigidities, evidenced by the fact that they spread to the same extent on pillar arrays that differed by 5.5-fold in stiffness, whereas control cells spread to an ∼50% larger area on the stiffer pillars (Figure 5B; control experiments on continuous stiff and soft gels showed a similar trend, ruling out the possibility of aberrant topology sensing in the absence of α-actinin; Supplemental Figure S5C). Interestingly, when plated on soft PDMS gels (0.2 kPa) for 3 d, knocked-down α-actinin (α-actinin-KD) cells were able to proliferate and form multicellular colonies, whereas most control cells did not survive, and the remaining cells did not spread or proliferate (Figure 5C).

**DISCUSSION**

From our results, a model emerges for the dynamic process of rigidity sensing at the cell edge. The use of submicron-diameter pillars...
FIGURE 4: α-Actinin’s effect on CUs and rigidity sensing. (A) Time-lapse images of a live cell showing the displacement map and GFP-α-actinin localization (3B analysis). α-Actinin concentrates on the inside half of the pillar at the time of peak inward displacement. Displacements are shown only for pillars that were outside the cell at t = 0 s and above the noise. The vertical white arrow represents spreading direction. The adhesion complexes initially form around the edges of the pillars, because these are the first points of contact of the cell edge with the matrix when the former is protruding forward. (B) Images taken from Supplemental Video S7 showing initial recruitment of GFP-α-actinin around the pillars, followed by its retraction back toward the cell center, resulting in an elongated pattern. (C) Typical map of pillar deflections under a spreading MEF 20–25 min after plating. Displacements are shown only for pillars that were outside the cell at t = 0 s and that had displacements greater than 15 nm for the inward deflection (red arrows) and 20 nm for the outward deflections (green arrows). Left, cells were transfected with α-actinin short hairpin RNA (shRNA). Only inward deflections at the leading edge (red arrows) are observed. Right, cells were transfected with control shRNA. Local contractions involve inward deflections at the leading edge (red arrows) and outward deflections 2–3 μm behind (green arrows). (D) Histograms of maximum displacements, |d|max. Differences between α-actinin shRNA cells (left) and control cells (right) were significant (left: n = 51 pillars for 4 cells; right: n = 243 for 5 cells; p < 0.001, Mann-Whitney rank-sum test). Errors are given by the SD (pillar stiffness = 13.9 pN/nm).

FIGURE 5: α-Actinin depletion affects rigidity sensing. (A) Top, image taken from a video of an α-actinin-KD cell spreading on FN-coated glass; bottom, kymograph from the black line in the top image showing periodic instances of cell-edge protrusions followed by complete retraction to approximately the starting positions. (B) Average area of cells transfected with control and α-actinin shRNA after 1 h of spreading on stiff and soft pillars (n > 30 in all cases). *, p < 0.01, Student’s t test. (C) DIC images of control and α-actinin KD cells after 3 d in culture on 0.2 kPa gels.
Matrices (Giannone et al., 2007) retraction cycles observed in spreading and migrating cells on stiff surfaces. This is the basis for the periodicity of the protrusion–adhesions then provide support for subsequent cell-edge protrusions remain weak and cannot sustain the actin-flow forces. Hence, instead of regular protrusion–retraction cycles, general ruffling of the cell edge is observed (Figure 6). Similarly, when wild-type cells are plated on soft matrices and the contraction does not generate a force greater than the threshold needed to activate adhesion reinforcement, the adhesions break, and ruffling is observed (Wolfenson et al., 2016).

What is unclear is how the high forces produced in the absence of α-actinin allow the cells to proliferate on soft matrices. One possible hypothesis that needs to be tested is that high forces are generated to activate the signaling cascades that promote cell growth. In wild-type cells on rigid surfaces, high forces are normally generated, but in α-actinin-KD cells, such high forces are also generated on soft substrates. This provides a novel view of the mechanosensitivity of cells and may offer a link between rigidity sensing and anchorage-dependent growth of mesenchymal and epithelial cells (Wolfenson et al., 2016).

**FIGURE 6:** Model for α-actinin’s role in rigidity sensing. Left, rigidity sensing in the presence of α-actinin. When the cell edge protrudes forward (top), it forms new contact with the matrix (orange dome in middle panel); this triggers the formation of CUs that apply contractile forces on neighboring adhesions, which requires the recruitment of α-actinin to reinforce adhesions (typical distance between the adhesions within a CU is ∼2 μm). Subsequently the lamellipodial network (actin flow) applies pulling centripetal forces on the adhesions (bottom). Right, aberrant rigidity sensing in the absence of α-actinin. When the initial contractions occur, and no α-actinin is present to reinforce the adhesions (middle), they eventually break (bottom), resulting in ruffling of the cell edge. Ruffling also occurs in wild-type cells on soft matrices when α-actinin-mediated adhesion reinforcement does not occur and adhesions break (Wolfenson et al., 2016).

Thus the process of rigidity sensing involves a series of steps that all must be successful before the cell can proceed with the next one (Figure 6). One of the critical steps identified recently is the requirement of the CUs to reach a certain force level that activates adhesion reinforcement by recruitment of α-actinin (Wolfenson et al., 2016). The next step is the linkage of these adhesions to the general flow of actin rearward. Importantly, the relative contributions of forces produced by the CUs and by the rearward actin flow depend on matrix rigidity (Figure 1). If the matrix is stiff enough, the resistance to the CU-generated forces is high, which triggers adhesion reinforcement. Consequently, when the adhesions experience actin flow–generated forces (which are constant regardless of rigidity), the linkages are strong enough and they do not break. These strong adhesions then provide support for subsequent cell-edge protrusion (Figure 6). This is the basis for the periodicity of the protrusion retraction cycles observed in spreading and migrating cells on stiff matrices (Giannone et al., 2004, 2007; Dobereiner et al., 2006; Gupton and Waterman-Storer, 2006). In the absence of α-actinin, reinforcement does not occur, even on stiff surfaces, and the adhesions remain weak and cannot sustain the actin-flow forces. Hence, instead of regular protrusion-retraction cycles, general ruffling of the cell edge is observed (Figure 6). Similarly, when wild-type cells with polyclonal rabbit antibodies against phospho-myosin light chain 2 (1 h at room temperature [RT]; Cell Signaling; Thr-18/Ser-19) and then Alexa Fluor 555–conjugated immunoglobulin G secondary antibodies (1 h, RT; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). α-Actinin knockdown was carried out as described previously (Roca-Cusachs et al., 2013). The 0.2 kPa PDMS gels used for testing α-actinin-KD cells’ growth on soft matrices were purchased from Soft Substrates (San Diego, CA).

**Pillar fabrication, video microscopy, and pillar-displacement measurements**

Pillars provide an excellent tool for measuring forces in nascent adhesions, since each pillar constitutes a single localized point of force application. In contrast, in the continuous gels used in traction-force microscopy (e.g., in Plotnikov et al., 2012), force is applied at multiple points (early adhesions) and would displace beads in the gel all around those points in different directions. Thus the force measurement is averaged out over the area around each of the adhesions before mature focal adhesions are formed. Moreover, such areas are without clear and defined borders. Instead, traction-force microscopy is good for obtaining maps of the stress that cells apply to the substrate.
Fabrication of pillar arrays with diameters of 500 nm was carried out as previously reported (Ghassemi et al., 2012). Molds for fabrication of pillar arrays with two rigidities, that is, with diameters of 400 and 750 nm, were fabricated using electron-beam lithography in hard poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) substrates. PMMA was first spin-coated onto a silicon substrate and then hard-baked on a hot plate for 10 h. An electron-beam lithography tool (NanoBeam n85; NanoBeam, Cambridge, UK) was then used to pattern holes in the PMMA. The depth of holes was dependent on the thickness of the PMMA. Pillar-bending stiffness, \( k \), was calculated from the linear elastic theory of a cylinder of diameter, \( D \), and length, \( H \), bent by the application of a lateral force at its extremity: 

\[
\frac{3}{64} \pi E \frac{D^4}{H^3},
\]

where \( E \) is the Young's modulus of the material (2 mPa for the PDMS we used). The 750-nm-diameter pillars were thus 12-fold stiffer than the 400 nm pillars. Importantly, both diameters were small enough so that contractile units would form between pillars and not span single pillars (see Ghassemi et al., 2012).

In all cases, the center-to-center spacing between pillars was twice the pillar diameter.

Pillar-displacement measurements were performed on pillar arrays coated with 10 μg/ml of FN (Invitrogen), as previously described. Image software to generate displacement maps was written in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and used as input for the coordinates of pillar centers determined with the ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) plug-in Nano Tracking, which uses an autocorrelation algorithm (Gelles et al., 1988). For removal of stage drift, the average displacement of a set of pillars far from any cells was subtracted from the data. Finally, the position versus time data for each pillar were low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 0.15 Hz.

For cell-spreading experiments on pillars, the cells were trypsinized, washed with soybean trypsin inhibitor, centrifuged, and preincubated in Ringer's medium (150 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl\(_2\), 1 mM, MgCl\(_2\), 20 mM HEPES and 2 g/l d-glucose at pH 7.4) for 30 min before the experiment. Time-lapse imaging of the pillars was performed with bright-field microscopy using a CoolSNAP HQ+ (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ) attached to an inverted microscope (Olympus IX-70; Olympus America, Center Valley, PA) maintained at 37°C. Images were mostly recorded at 1 or 0.5 Hz using a 100× (and 100× oilDIC), 1.45 NA, oil-immersion Olympus objective, an electron-multiplied CCD camera (model Cascade-II:512, Photometrics), and a further 1.6x magnification of 5.95 pixels/μm. Immunofluorescence sample images were taken with a Zeiss LSM 700 laser-scanning confocal microscope, using 63× (1.4 NA), oil-immersion objective. Cover glasses were washed for 2 h in 20% nitric acid, silanized by exposure to gaseous 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3-hexamethyldisilazane (Sigma), and coated with 600 ml of a 10 μg/ml human plasma full-length pure FN (Roche) solution for 1 h at 37°C.

Fluorescence profiles in Figure 3: for every pillar row the fluorescence profile (averaged over its 0.5 μm width) of both α-actinin-GFP and anti-pMLC was taken. Intensity traces were aligned so as to have the middle point between two α-actinin peaks corresponding to the coordinate \( x = 0 \) μm. Then each profile was subtracted from the background and normalized by its maximum value. Finally, for each spatial interval of 100 nm the average and the SE were taken over all profiles. The error bars represent the SE (2 cells, 22 profiles, >10 profiles for each cell). The vertical dashed line represents the approximate cell edge position.

Fluorescence and DIC microscopy

TIRF and DIC time-lapse micrographs of GFP-α-actinin were taken (at 6.7 Hz for TIRF and at 1 Hz for DIC) using an Olympus IX81 fluorescence microscope maintained at 37°C with a 60× (and 100× for DIC), 1.45 NA, oil-immersion Olympus objective, an electron-multiplied CCD camera (model Cascade-II:512, Photometrics), and a further 1.6x magnification of 5.95 pixels/μm. Immunofluorescence sample images were taken with a Zeiss LSM 700 laser-scanning confocal microscope, using 63× (1.4 NA), oil-immersion objective. Cover glasses were washed for 2 h in 20% nitric acid, silanized by exposure to gaseous 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3-hexamethyldisilazane (Sigma), and coated with 600 ml of a 10 μg/ml human plasma full-length pure FN (Roche) solution for 1 h at 37°C.

Imaging for 3B analysis

For live-cell imaging of the pillars and GFP-α-actinin, a series of 100 images was taken at 50 Hz in the GFP channel (2 s), followed by a single bright-field image (~3 s to switch the channel and acquire the image); this sequence was repeated 18 times. The 3B analysis was done as described in Cox et al. (2012). Because of the computational cost, the 3B software was run on a Titan cluster (http://wiki.c2b2.columbia.edu/systems/index.php/Documentation/Titan_cluster) at the Center for Computational Biology and Bioinformatics (Columbia University, New York).

Printed surfaces

Printed surfaces were prepared as previously described (Kung et al., 2000; Schmid and Michel, 2000; Shen et al., 2008). Glass coverslips were cleaned by immersion in hot detergent (Linbro 7X, diluted 1:3 with deionized water), rinsed with MilliQ-grade water, and then baked at 450°C for 6 h. For microcontact printing, hPDMS was prepared in the following way: 3.4 g of VDT-731 (Gelest) were mixed with the hPDMS as a printing surface and then coated with FN-A568 glasses were washed for 2 h in 20% nitric acid, silanized by exposure to gaseous 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3-hexamethyldisilazane (Sigma), and coated with 600 ml of a 10 μg/ml human plasma full-length pure FN (Roche) solution for 1 h at 37°C.

Immunofluorescence sample images

Images in Supplemental Figure 4 were taken with a Zeiss LSM 700 laser-scanning confocal microscope, using 63× (1.4 NA), oil immersion, Zeiss objective; an Olympus Fluoview FV500 laser-scanning confocal microscope, using 60× (1.4 NA), oil immersion, Olympus objective; and a 100× objective in a Leica SP5 laser-scanning confocal microscope.
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